What we did

Student elections
On 22 and 23 November 2022, Student elections were held. The University of Trento, with more than 40% turnout, gets confirmed as one of the Universities in Italy where representation is most felt. We were called to elect 153 representatives in the Departments and 11 in the central bodies (2 for the Senate, 4 for the Joint Committee, 3 for the Board of Directors of Opera Universitaria, 2 for the Sports Commission). In the latter, 9 representatives from UNITiN and 2 from UDU were elected. Now it is time to work together to improve our University!

Inauguration of the Academic year 2022/23
The Inauguration of the Academic Year ceremony, an occasion to understand where we are and where we want to go, was also held on November 22. You can find the recording of the ceremony here; from minute 35 to minute 45 is the speech of the CdS President.

Buildings and maintenance
Recently there were some water infiltrations in Mesiano, due to a clogged drainpipe that was promptly cleaned and the damaged roof will be repaired soon. In the next few years, the University will invest nearly 4 millions for routine and extraordinary maintenance. We are also working on an email system to make it easier for students to report any problems, in the meantime if you have any issue please do not hesitate to write to us.

Student discounts
We were able to get an agreement with Bit mobility on the use of scooters: unlocking is free, and you get a 20% discount from Monday through Friday and a 10% discount on the season ticket. Also, if you park in one of the designated stalls, you get an additional 10% discount on the ride. For info: Bit | UniTN. The discounts for the 2022/23 ski winter season are starting again. To use them, simply join UniTrento Sport for free, download the XPrimo/Cus Trento app and show it to the cashiers, who will apply the discount. For info: Unisport.

Rent situation
In early November, we had a meeting with the City Mayor. In order to deal with the high rents, the municipality will reduce the property tax (IMIS) for landlords who adhere to the agreed rent contract, which is about 30% lower than the average rent. In addition, we are trying to include in the Provincial Budget Law an agreement that would allow the municipality to set a tax on apartments that are vacant or destined for B&Bs, so as to increase the number of apartments destined instead for rental.

C3A
The new agreement between the University and the Edmund Mach Foundation, needed to make possible the C3A Department, was signed. We are committed to ensuring that the quality of the teaching will continue to be provided, and that students will be able to keep using all spaces and services.
Scholarships
You reported to us a delay in the distribution of the scholarships for the Erasmus and internship abroad programs. We contacted the University who confirmed that they will be distributed within this week.

Positive action plan 2022/24
First in the Academic Senate, and then in the Board of Directors, the "Positive Action Plan" has been approved, which is the document in which the University plans concrete actions to prevent and remove all discriminations, with the aim of moving from words to facts.
For info UniTrento | Equality&Diversity.

Suoni Universitari
On December 7, the fifth and final night of the 17th edition of Suoni Universitari will take place at the SanbàPolis theater. It will be the final of the music contest and we will find out the winner, who gets the chance to perform in several concerts in Trentino and to open the concert of a national level artist, as well as 16 hours of recording at the Music Center and a professional music video clip. Guests of the evening are Duo Bucolico...see you at Sanba!

Work in progress

Plans for the future
Part-time careers, educational support measures, enhancement of the psychological support, post-exam questionnaires, innovative teaching, new conventions, right to study, creation of a real movida, improvement of student life, reservation for study halls, night buses... There are many projects we have been working on in recent months, which we have started but are not yet finished: it will be our successors’ task to complete them. So on behalf of the current Students’ Council, we wish you good work!

Thank you for these two years together, they have been very challenging but equally rewarding. We hope we have fulfilled our task of representing the students of the University of Trento in the best possible way.
Best regards, see you around the corridors!

The President of the Students’ Council
Edoardo Giudici
The Students’ Council

Who we are and what we do
The Students’ Council (CdS) is the upper body that expresses the opinions and the political will of all the students of the University of Trento, by the means of Motions and Opinions. Here are discussed topics regarding the community of the University of Trento in general. Deputy delegates are nominated and they work together with their commissions on each specific topic.

The Council elects its President, who represents all the students inside and outside our University, and is a member of both the University Governing Board and the Provincial Coordination Committee.

You can find our Regulations, documents, and more details about the CdS on the dedicated section.

Current members of the Council
Federico Amalfa - CdS Vicepresident
Enrica Brugnara - Member of the FormID
Emma Cabascia
Nicolò Capovilla Testa - Work delegate, Collegio Bernardo Clesio delegate
Alice Capra - Public transportation delegate
Carlotta Chiaramonte - Didactic delegate, member of the PQA, member of the FormID
Gabriele Di Fazio - University facilities delegate
Lorenzo Emer - Merit enhancement delegate
Edoardo Giudici - CdS President, member of the CdA, member of the Co.Pro.Co
Francesca Grassi - Member of the Academic Senate
Giorgia Lombardi - Students’ welfare delegate
Michele Minniti - CLA delegate
Marta Pastrello - Equity and diversity policies delegate
Ginevra Perruggini - Secretary
Angelica Piselli
Giovanni Poletti - University facilities delegate
Micaela Ruvolo - Internationalization delegate
Lisa Schivalocchi - Member of the Academic Senate
Petra Zatelli

Delegates without membership
Giulia Barozzi - Equity and diversity policies delegate
Fiorella Bredariol - Associations and University life delegate, member of UniCittà
Sofia Carrocia - Legality and fight against the mafia delegate
Lucia Ori - Environmental sustainability delegate
Matteo Rizzi - Information technologies delegate
Giacomo Saroldi - Internationalization delegate